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Il I. I
CHAPTER III. SOME REGULARITY CONOITIONS IN FINITE PLANAR SPACES.
1. INTROOUCnON.
The genera1ized projective spaces of dimension > 2 (endowed with al1 their
p1anes) may be defined as the non-trivia1 planar spaces S satisfying the fol10-
wing condition :
(_) for every pair of p1anes n and n' intersecting in aline and for every point
x , n u n' such that there is aline through x intersecting n and n'in two dis-
tinct points, every line through x intersecting n intersects n'.
Indeed, let L and L' be two 1ines intersecting in some point x and let A and A'
be two l i nes not passi ng through x and i ntersecti ng each of the 1i nes L and L' .
Suppose that A and A' are disjoint. Since S is a non-trivial planar space, there
is a point y outside <L,L'>. The planes n = <y,L> and a = <y,A> intersect in a
line. The line L' intersects the planes n and a in two distinct points and
contains a third point x' E L' n A'. Therefore, by condition (_), every line
passing through x' and intersecting n intersects a. In particular, the 1ine A'
which intersects L c n intersects a. Hence A', which fs contained in <L,L'>,
intersects A = a n <L,L'>,a contradfctfon.Hence Pasch's axfom is satfsffed.
In partfcu1ar, the 3-dfmensfona1 genera1fzed projectfve spaces are the
non-trfvfa1 planar spaces satfsfyfng
(I) for every pafr of p1anes n and n' fntersectfng fn aline, every line inter-
sectfng n intersects n'.
Indeed, any non-trivfa1 planar space S satisfyfng conditfon (I) satisfies a1so
condftfon (_), and so is a genera1fzed projectfve space; moreover, since S fs
necessarfly the sma11est lfnear subspace contafnfng two p1anes intersectfng in
aline, S is 3-dimensfona1.
Note that the condltlon obtalned from (I) by de1etfng the words "fnter-
sectlng in aline", though apparent1y stronger than (I) ls equlva1ent to (I).
Two prob1ems arise now ln a natura1 way : ls it posslb1e to c1assify the
non-trivla1 planar spaces whfch satlsfy the conditlon obtained from (I) by
rep laci ng "i ntersecti ng i n a li ne" by "i ntersecti ng i n a poi nt" (resp. by
"having an empty intersection") ? This is the subject of the following two
theorems, concerning finite planar spaces.
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points would a110w us to rule out the rather uninteresting cases (c) and (d),
and to shorten the proof a little bit.
Proo f of the theorem
The proof is divided into a seri es of lemmas. The planar space PG(4,l)
obvious1y satisfies the hypotheses and we shall always assume in what follows
that S ~ PG(4,l)
Le"",a 9.1. If eaeh of the two l'lanes n' and n" interseets a third l'Zane n in
ezactly one point~ then II n II' = II n n" = nl n nll •
i ntersecti ngHne of n'
{x' }.
By condition (Il), any
implies that n' n n" •
Proof. Suppose first that n n n' = {x'} and n n n" = {x"} where the points x'
and x" are distinct. By condition (Il.), every line of n' passing through x'
intersects n" in a point, and so n' n n" is aline L. Condition (II), applied
to the pair of planes {n,n'} (resp. {n,n"}), shows that any 1ine of n" (resp.
n') intersecting L passes through x" (resp. x'), which implies that n' = L u {X'}
and n" = L u {x"}. If there is a point x ~ n u L, the 1ine <x,x"> must intersect
n' = L u {x'}, a contradiction. Therefore S = n u L.
Let y be a point of L and let A be aline of n passing through x" and
distinct fram <x' ,x">. Since n n n" = {x"}, the 1ines A and L are not coplanar
and the p1ane a = <y,A> intersects n'in the point y only. By condition (II),
any line of n intersecting A (hence a) must intersect n', and so must contain
x'; it follows that n = A (j {X'}. Similarly, n = B u {x"} for any line B of n
passing through x' and distinct fram <x' ,x">. Therefore n contains only three
points x, x' and x". If L has at least three points y, y' and y", then the line
{X',y"} intersects the plane {x", x', y'} but not the plane {x", x, y}. and
condition (II) is not satisfied. Therefore L has size 2 and S = PG(4.1) contra-
dicting the initial assumption.
This proves that Xl • x".
n' n n" must i ntersect n. whi ch
Amaximal set of planes having the property that any two of them inter-
sect in the point x only will be called a direetion of planes tdth top x. It
fol10ws fram Lemma 9.1. that any plane n belongs to at most one direction,
denoted by dir n. The top of dir n will a1so be called the top of n and a top
in S.
COl'OZZal'y 9.1. If dir n contains at Zeast thl'ee l'Zanes tdth top x, then aZZ
the Zines l'assing thl'ough x and beZonging to a l'Zane of dir n have the same
•81..Ze.
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Proof. If n, n' and n" are three distinct planes of dir n and if L (resp. L')
is aline of n (resp. n') passing through x, Lemma 9. l. implies that the pIane
<L,L'> intersects n" in a line L". By condition (II), any line intersecting L"
and L (resp. L" and L') in two distinct points must intersect L' (resp. L).
and so L and L' have the same sile. The corollary follows easily.
Lerrma 9.2. For anll point x of S, the re8idue Sx of x is one of the foHowing
(i) a projective p1.ane (pos8iblll degenerate)
(i i) a punctured projective plane
(iii) an affine plane with one pcint at infinity
(iv) an affine plane.
Pr~~f. Two planes of S intersect in x (and in x only) iff the corresponding
lines of Sx are disjoint. Therefore Lemma 9.1. implies that if L and L'are
two disjoint lines in Sx' any line of Sx intersectin9 L in one point must also
intersect L'in one point. In other words, the linear space Sx is a se~i-affine
plane. Since S is assumed to be finite, S. is finite and we know by (16) that
Sx is either an affine plane, or an affine plane with one point at infinity.
or a punctured projective plane, or a (possibly degenerate) projective pIane.
The finiteness assumption is essential here : indeed. Dembowski h~s cons-
tructed infinite semi-affine planes which are not of the four types described
above [30J .
Note that Sx is always an affino-projective plane. except if Sx is a degenerate
projective plane. Note also that Sx is a (possibly degenerate) projective plane
iff x is. not a top in S.
CoroHary 9.2. If Sx is an affino-projective pIane of order k, then X has
degree k in every plane with top x.
Proof. It suffices to observe that a plane with top x corresponds to aline
of Sx having at least one disjoint line in Sx' that is aline of size k in Sx'
Lemma 9.3. I[ S contains a point X Buch that Sx is a degenerate projective
pIane, then S is of type (c).
Proof. The hypothesis implies that S is the union of a pIane n and of aline
A intersecting n in x. Let l be a point on A. distinct from x. Since S = n U A.
every line passing through z intersects n. Therefore the plane rr is isomorphic
to Sz and, by Lemma 9.2 , n is a semi-affine plane.
Suppose that there are two points l and l'. distinct from x. on the line
A. The plane n contains two intersecting lines L and L' not passing through x
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(except if n is a degenerate projective plane in which all lines through x
have size 2, but in this case 5 is a 3-dimensional generalized projective
space and condition (II') is not satisfied). If n contains either a point
y ~ L u L' u {xl or a line L" intersecting L' but not L. then the planes
<L,z> and <L' ,z'> intersect in the point L n L' only, and either the line
<y,ZI> or the line LI1 intersects <LI ,z'> but net <L,z>, in contradiction
with (11). Therefore the semi-affine plane n has no such point y and no
such line L", and so n is necessari1y a degenerate projective plane with 4
points, in which x is of degree 2. Denote by B the line of size 3 in n and
by x' the point of degree 3 in n. Then 5 = <A,B> U {x' l and Sx' is isomorphic
to <A,B>. It follows that <A,B> is an affine plane of o"der 2 with the point
x at infinity, and so 5 is of type (c).
Therefore we may assume that A is aline {x,z} of size 2. Then 5 = n u (z)
and all lines through z have size 2. If n is a (possibly degenerate) projec-
tive plane, then 5 ·is a 3-dimensional generalized projective space and condi-
tion (II') is not satisfied. Therefore the semi-affine plane rr is either a
punctured projective plane. or an affine plane with one point at infinity,
or an affine plane, and the Lemma is proved.
From now on, we shall always assume that there is no point x E S sueh
that 5
x
is a degenerate projective plane.
Letmla 9.4. If S contains a point x suon that SX 'l-S an affine plane oI' Ql'ier k
with .rw. point at infinity, then S is obtained [rom PG(3,k) by deZeting an
affin0-PI'ojective ptane which is neither pI'ojective nol' punctuI'ed pr·oj9cti7Je.
ProOf. Denote by L the line of 5 corresponding to the point at infinity of
00
5 , by y any point of L distinct from x, and by n any plane passing through xx 00
and not containing L . 5 is the union of L and of all planes of dir Il. ìhere-
00 00
fore any line through y intersects at least one (henee every) plane of dir ".
and so we define an isomorphism between 5y and n by mapping any line passing
through y onto its point of interseetion with n. ìherefore n is a semi-affine
plane (distinct from a degenerate projeetive plane). By Coro11al"Y 9.2 , x has
degree k in n, and so either n has order k-l or n is an affine plane of order
k with the point x at infinity.
If n is a projective plane of order k-l, then a11 lines of S distinet
fram Loo and passing through x have size k. Let noo be a plane of S eontaining
L
oo
and let n: denote the linear space indueed on n
oo
- (L
oo
- (x)) by the linear
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structure of n•. Since n. intersects every p1ane of dir n in a ]ine through x
and since every 1ine of n not passing through x intersects each of the k
•
p1anes of dir n in a point, a11 the 1ines of the 1inear space nf have sile k.
•
The degree of x in nf is k J Idir nl, and so nf is a projective p1ane. On the
• •
other hand, the 1ines of n passing through y induce pairwise disjoint 1ines
•
in nl , a contradiction .
•
If the semi-affine p1ane n has order k-1 and is not a projective p1ane,
then n contains a 1ine L of size k-1 not passing through x. Let nl = <L,y>
where y ~ x is a point of L•. The intersections of n1 with the p1anes of dir n
form a partition 61 of n1 - {y} into k 1ines of size k-l = ILI. On the other
hand, the 1ines of n1 passing through y define a partition 62 of n1 - {y)
into k-1 1ines of size k. Let L' f 61 U.62 be aline of n1. By condition (II),
LO intersects each of the 1ines of 61, which is impossib1e since L' ~ 62,
Therefore every p1ane n containing x but not L is an affine plane of
•
order k with the point x at infinity. Since any line of S distinct fram L
•
is either contained in some p1ane of dir n or intersects every plane of dir n
in a point, the 1ines of S distinct from L have sile k+1 or k according as
•
they intersect L or noto Mareover, the planes of S containing x have exactly
•
k2 points outside L and the p1anes not containing x intersect the p1anes of
•
dir n in k pairwise disjoint 1ines of sile k. Therefore, in the planar space
of k3 points induced on Sol , a11 1ines have k points and al1 planes have k2
•
points. In other words, Sol is a planar space of k3 points inwhich a11
•
p1anes are affine planes of order k. If k=2, Sol is the unique Steiner system
•
S(3,4,8), that is the affine space AG(3,2). If k=3, S-L is the unique Hall
•
triple system o.f 27 points [36], that is the affine space AG(3,3). If k >- 4,
then by (15) ;. S-L is the affine space AG(3,k) .
•
It fo110ws that S is obtained from an affine space AG(3,k) by adding a
1ine at infinity L to a direction of para11el planes. Using the c1assica1
•
process of comp1etion by points at infinity we conclude easily that S is
obtained by de1eting fram PG(3,k) an affino-projective p1ane (which is neither
projective nor punctured projective since L contains at least 2 points) .
•
CoroZZcuy 9.4. (i) If S oontains a point x such that Sx is an affine pIane
~ith one point at infinity~ then fop any top y in S~ Sy is also an af~ne
pLane with one point at infinity.
(ii) If S contains a point x such that Sx is an affine pIane,
then X i8 the only top in S.
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Proof. (i) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 9.4. In order to prove (ii),
suppose on the contrary that there is a top y ~ x in S. By (i), Sy is not an
affine p1ane with one point at infinity, and so, by Lemma 9.2., Sy is either
an affine p1ane or a punctured projective p1ane. In both cases, the 1ine <x,y'
is contained in a p1ane n with top y. On the other hand, there is in Sx aline
disjoint fram the 1ine nx of Sx corresponding to n, and so n is a p1ane with
top x. Therefore n has two distinct tops x and y, in contradiction with Lemma
g. l.
Lemma 9.S. If S contains a point x such that Sx is a punctured projective pla,
of Ol'd2l' k or an affine pZane of ord2l' k, then every plane n blith top x is an
affine plane of Ol'd2r k blith the point x at infinity.
Froof. Let n° ~ n be a p1ane of dir n and let y ~ x be a point of n°. By condi-
tion, (II)',al1 the 1ines passing through y and disjoint fram n are inc1uded in
n'. Therefore if we'map each 1ine of S passing through y and intersecting n
onto its point of intersection with n, we define an isomorphism between n and
the 1inear space induced by Sy on Sy - (ny- Ly) where ny is the 1ine of Sy
corresponding to the p1ane n' and Ly is the point of Sy corresponding to the
1ine L • <x.y>. Thanks to Coro11a~ 9.4•• we know that Sy is either a projec-
tive p1ane or a punctured proj.ctive p1ane. If Idir nl > 2. then a11 llnes of
n pa,ssing through x have the same size by Coro11ary 9.1. If Idir nl ·2. thenSx
must be an affine p1ane,of order 2 and Corollary 9.4. implles that Sy is a pn;-
jective p1ane. Th.refore. in any case. n is an affine p1ane with the point x
at infinity and. by COro11a~ 9.2 •• the order of n is k.
Lenrna 9.6. If S contains a point x such that Sx is an affine pZane of ord2l' k,
then S is obtai""d, f1'om PS( 3.k) bi! ds1.4ting a punctUNd projective plane of
orasl' k.
Proof. By Lemma 9.5. and condition (II). the lines of S have k+1 or k points
according as they contai n x or noto and the p1anes of S have k2+1 or k2 points
according as they contai n x or noto Therefore S - {x} is a planar space of k3
points in which a11 1ines have k points and a11 p1anes have k2 points. By the
same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 9.4 .• we conclude that S - {X} is an
affine space AG(3.k) and that S is obtained from the projective space PG(3.k)
by deleting a punctured projective p1ane of order k.
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affine p1anes of order 3 or p1anes of 13 points consisting of three concurrent
1ines of size 5 (a11 the other 1ines having size 3). We denote by SH the linear
space obtained fram SH by replacing every 1ine of size 5 by 10 lines of size 2.
Let Fg be the affine p1ane induced on SH by a p1ane intersecting SH in 9 points
and 1et x be a point of SH - Fg which is on at least one line of size 3 inter-
secting Fg• The sma1lest 1inear subspace of SH containing.Fg and x has exact1y
18 points and is a Fischer space, denoted by F18. S18 is the planar space
induced by PG(3,4) on the set of points of F18 .
In order to define S36' 1et H' be a Hermitian quadri c in PG(3,4) having
exact1y one singu1ar point s (for instance, the quadri c of equation
xy + xy + zi & O). The planar space induced on HO by PG(3.4) has 1ines of size
3 or 5, and its planes are either affine p1anes of order 3 not passing through
s or p1anes of 13 points consisting of 3 1ines of size 5 concurrent in s (a11
the other 1ines having size 3). S36 is the planar space induced by PG(3,4) on
HO - (si and F36 is obtained fram S36 by replacing every 1ine of size 4 by 6
1ines of size 2.
We sti11 need a notation for five sma1l spaces satisfying (III) and (III').
The space K; is obtained fram PG(2.2) by taking as points the points of PG(2,2),
as 1ines the pairs of points and as planes the 1ines of PG(2.2) and their com-
p1ements. The planar space of 6 points in which a11 1ines have size 2 and which
contains O, 1, 2 or 3 p1anes of 4 points (a11 the other p1anes having 3 points)
wi1l be denoted by K~, K~, K~ and K~ . It is easy to check that these spaces
are unique1y determined by the above properties.
Statement of the theorem.
We shal1 first prove two fundamental lemmas. In what fo1lows. S denotes
a1ways a finite planar space satisfying (III) and (III').
Lenrna 10.1. For any. pZane n of S and for any point x €
most one pZane passing through x and disjoint [rom n.
S - n, there is at
Froof. Suppose on the contrary that x is on two distinct planes n' and n"
disjoint from n. Let L be aline passing through x, contained in n° but not
in n". Since L intersects n". condition (111) imp1ies that L must intersect n,
a contradiction.
A maxima1 set of pairwise disjoint planes wil1 be cal1ed a direction of
planes, provided there are at least two p1anes in it. By Lemma 10.1, a plane n
either intersects any other p1ane or is in exact1y one direction, denoted by
dir n.
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We ean now state ou1' ma,n result :
Theorerrt lO [251 If S is a finite p~anar space such that
(I I I) for any tlJO disjoint p ÙIneS n and n'~ every line intersecting n intel'sects
n'
and (III') there are at ~east two disjoint p~anes
then one of the fO Uowi7lfJ OCCU1'S :
(a) S is obtained tram PG{3,k) by de~etinu a ~ine,
(b) S is obtained [rom PG(3,k) by de~etinu an affino-projective (but not affine)
p~ of order k,
(e)S=S36'
(d)S=S18'
(e) S·is a space S7 of 7 points ~yi7lfJ on 3 concurrent ~ineB of Bize 3, a~~ the
-other linea having size 2, in which the planes either have only J points or
are unions of ttJo linea of size J,
7 O 1 2 3(f) S = K7, K6, K6, K6 or K6 '
(g) S haB on~y one direction of p~anes and S-S· contains at ~aBt fOur non-
eopZanar points.
We do not know whethe1' there is a finite planar spaee of type (g).
The proof will be divided into three main pa1'ts : we shal1 first handle
some sma11 exeeptiona1 spaees (types (el and (f)), then we sha11 e1assify the
spaees having at 1east two direetions of planes (types (b) and (c)) and finally
we sha1l examine the spaees having exaetly one direetion of planes (types (a),
(d)and(g)) .
•
3.1. Sma1l exeeptional spaees
Le""'O. 10.3. If S contains two diBjoint p~anes n and n' Buch that S =
then S is the Wlion of any tlJo disjoint planes (in particular, every
haB e:ractZy wo p~es).
direction
.
Frocf· Suppose on the eontra1'Y that n1 aMd nj are two disjoint planes of S
sueh that there is a point x ~ n1 u ni. We may assume without 1055 of generality
that x E n. Then for any point y E nl n n'. the line <x.y> has size 2, and so
<x,y> is disjoint from ni' in eont1'adietion with (III).
Proposition 10.1. Ii S contains tW0 disjoint pZanes n and fi' such that S = n un',
then Si. the affine space AG(3,2). K;. K~. Ki. K~ or K~ .
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1.3) Suppose fina11y that nl n n2 is a point t and that ni n n2is a point
z. Then nl , n1, n2, n2are degenerate projective planes and n1 n ni = x,
n1n n2 = Y are 1ines. Suppose that X has at least three points x,x' .x"
and 1et y,y' be two points of Y. If there is a transversal plane
n = {x~y,z} "ot containing t, then the planes <x',y',t> and <x",y',t> must
intersect n by Lel1l'!1a 10.3, and so {Xl ,y' ,Z,t} and {x",y' ,z,t} are
distinct planes, a contradiction since they have three non-co1linear
points in common. Therefore, any transversa1 plane contains t and
~x,y,z~= <x,z,t> = <x,z,y'>, a contradiction. This show$ that X (and
simi1arly Y) has size 2. Hence S has exactly 6 points and a11 lines
have size 2. Since the union of two disjoint planes contains at 1east
6 points, S will automatically be the union of any two disjoint planes.
It isa trivial exercise to check that there are exactly 4 non-isomorphic
planar spaces of 6 points in which a11 lines have size 2 and which
satisfy conditions (III) and (III') (they have respective1y 0, 1. 2 or
3 p1anes of 4 points).
2) In order to complete the proof, it remains to show that the case where S
has on1y one pair of disjoint p1anes n and n' such that S = n u n' 1eads to
a contradiction.
Suppose first that n and n'are two projective p1anes (possibly degenerate).
If there is a p1ane intersecting n in a line A and n'in a line A'. 1et a E II-A
and a' € nl-A'. The planes <A,a'> = A U {al} and <Al ,a> = A' U {al are disjoint,
a contradiction. Hence there is no plane intersecting both n and n'in aline.
Let L (resp. L') be aline of n (resp. n') and 1et x E n-L, x' E n'-L'. The
planes <L,x'> = L U {Xl} and <LI ,x> = LI U {xl are disjoint, a contradiction.
Therefore we may assume that n contains two disjoint lines A and B. lf
there is a plane a containing A and 'intersecting n'in only one point x'. then
every plane B I- n containing B must intersect a, and so must contaio Xl, a
contradiction because two such planes 61 and 62 would have three non-co11 inear
points in common. Therefore the planes al'" .,a
n
I- n containing A intersect r'
in l ines Al' ... , A~ partitioning nI. Similarly, the planes 81' ... , t;m I ~l
containing B intersect Jl' in lines Bl, ... , B~ partitioning rI t • Since iI and :~'
are the only two disjoint planes of S, any 1ine Ai intersectseach line Bj. and
so there is no line in n' which is coplanar with A and also coplanar with S.
For the same reason, there is no line in n which is coplanar with Ai and a1so
coplanar with AZ. a contradiction since A is coplanar with Ai and with Ai'
From now ono we shall assume that S is not the union of two disjoillt planos.
111.14
FropoBition 10.2. If there iB a pLane n t dir nl interse~ting n1 in only one
point x. then 5 =57'
Froof. Let ni I n1 be any other p1ane of dir n1. By ·Lemma 10.Z, n is contained
in n1 uni (which imp1ies that dir n1 = {nl' n]!), and so n is a degenerate
projective p1ane. Let y be a point outside n1 u ni (hence outside n). By condj-
tion (III), the 1ine <x,y> intersects ni in a point x' t L' = n n ni, and, by-
Lemma 10.Z, the p1ane <L' ,y> intersects n1 in a 1ine L not containing~. Thus
the p1ane n' = <x' ,L> is disjoint from ·n and is isomorphic to n by Corollary
10.Z.1. If there is a 1ine L" disjoint from n J n', then Lemma 10.Z imp1ies
that the p1anes throiJgh L" which are not disjoint from n intersect n in disjoint
1ines, which is impossible since n is a degenerate projective p1ane. Therefore
a11 1ines passing through y intersect n or n', and so, by (III), intersect u
and nI •
point XII, then the planes <L l,Xli> and
both disjo;nt fram TI' = <L,xl>, con-
shows that the 3 1ines passing through
not
have
al but
and L'
If L contains at 1east three points u, v, w, let u' = L' n <u,y>,
•
Vi = LI n <v,y>, Wl = LI n <w,y>. The planes Cl = <x,u,w'> and al = <Xl tU' ,v>
are two disjoint p1anes of 3 points and the 1ine <v,v'> intersects
a, so that condition (III) is not satisfied. Therefore the 1ines L
size Z and y is on exact1y 3 1ines.
If the 1ine <x,y> contains a fourth
<LI,x> = TI have a line in common and are
.tradicting Lemma 10.1. The same argument
y have size 3, and so 5 = 57'
From now on, we sha11 assume that 5 I 57 so that, by Proposition 10.Z,
any p1ane not be10nging to a direction dir n intersects all planes of dir u
in aline.
3.Z. 5uppose that there are at 1east two directions of planes dir nl and dir uZ.
By Lemma 10.Z and Corollary 10.Z.Z, the set of lines n~ n n~, where
n; € dir n1 and n~ € dir nZ' is a partition of 5· and wil1 be denoted by
6(n1 n nz).
Lemma 10.4. if a plane n interse~tB aline of 6(n1 n UZ) in a sing!e point.
then n interse~tB every line of 6(U 1 n UZ) in a Bing!e point and u· = U n s·
is an affine plane of order k = Idir nl I = Idir nzi.
Froof. The intersections of the p1anes of dir nl (resp. dir UZ) with u· define
a partition 61 (resp. 6Z) of u· into 1ines of S. Note that 61 I 6Z' otherwise
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n' would not intersect aline of 0(n1 n n2) in a sing1e point. lf L' is any
1ine of n' not in °1 (resp. not in 02)' condition (III) implies that LI inter-
sects every 1ine of 01 (resp. °2), There is aline of 01 which is not in 02;
since this 1ine must intersect every line of 02' 01 and 02 have no 1ine in
comnon. Therefore, if Li is any line of 0i (i = 1,2) and if LI is any line
f ' .o n not In °1 u °2, we have
IL l I = 1°21 = ILII = 1°1I = IL21
and so all 1ines of nI have the same size
Moreover,
In'l = 1°11 . IL11 = k2
and so n' is an affine p1ane of order k.
Since every pIane of dir nl is partitioned into k = Idir n21 lines of
o(n l n n2), since n' intersects such a plane in aline of sile k and since
n' contains no line of o(n l n n2) (because 01 n °2 = 0), we conclude that fiI
intersects every line of 0(fi1 n n2) in a sing1e point.
The planes of S (or SI) intersecting every 1ine of O(fi l n fi 2) will be
ca11ed transversaL and those containing aline of 0(fi1 n n2) wi11 be ca11ed
non-transversaL. Note that any p1ane of S is either transversal or non-trans-
versaI. For any triple of non-coplanar lines L, L', L" E 0(n1 n n2), the
product ILI.IL'I.IL"I counts the total number of transversa1 planes in S.
It follows that all 1ines of.o(n1 n n2) have the same sile L Since n1 (resp.
n2) is partitioned into k lines of sile l by its intersections with the planes
of dir n2 (resp. dir nl ), we have
Inll - In21 = kl
and ISI[ - Idir nll . [nll = k2l
( l )
LeITJ7Ja 10.5. S - Si is a Linear subspace of S, and any transversaL pLane n of S
has at most k-l points outside SI.
Proof. By condition (III), any line intersecting a plane of dir nl intersects
every p1ane of dir n1. It follows that, for any point x E n_n
I
, the set of
all lines passing through x and intersecting nI determines a partition of nI
into 1ines, Le. a parallel class in the affintplane nI . Therefore, if x and
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y are any two points of S-S·, the line <x,y> must be disjoint from S·. This
proves that S-S· is a 1inear subspace of S. Since there are k+1 paralle1
classes in n· and since at 1east two (induced by dir .n1 and dir n2) are also
c1asses of pairwise disjoint 1ines in n, there are at most k-l points in n-n·.
Note that the p1anes of S are not necessarily the smal1est 1inear sub-
spaces containing three non-col1inear points. On the contrary, if x, y, z
are non-co11inear points in S-S·, it fol10ws from Lemma 10.2 that the plane
<x,y,z> of S intersects S· in a p1ane of S·.
Proposition 10.3. If R.=k, then S is obtained from a 3-dimensional pl'ojective
spaae PG(3,k) by deLeting an affino-pl'ojeative (but no.t affine) plane of ol'del'
k.
Proof. If l=k, then S· is a planar space of k3 points in whkh a11 1ines have
k points and a11 p1anes have k2 points, hence s· is the 3-dimensional affine
space AG(3;k). Indeed, by (I 5 ) if k = 2, S· is the unique Steiner system
S(3,4,8), that is the affine space AG(3,~); if k = 3, S· is the unique Hall
triple system of 27 points, that is the affine space AG(3,3); if k , 4, S·
is the affine space AG(3,k).
On the other hand, if the 1inear subspace S - S· contains three non-
co11inear points x, y, z, then the planes containing <x,y> and those containing
<x,z> induca two distinct partitions of the affine space S· into c1asses of
para11e1 planes, but these partitiohs have the plane <x,y,z> n s· in common,
a contradiction. Therefore S - S· is either empty, or a point, or aline of
size at most k-l, and the lemma is proved.
From now on, we shall assume 1 # k, so that any transversal p1ane n inter-
sects all the other planes of S (otherwise q_~ould belong to a direction dir n
of planes of S with Idir nl = 1 and, by apptying·to dir n and dir nl the argu-
ments used in the proof of Lemma 10.4, we would get 1 = k).
Le""", 10.6. Fol' every transve..saL pLana n, the numbel' of planes of S w/une
intersection with TI is disjoint tram S' ia a constant c independent [rom TI,
and
c = (1-1)[12 + 1 + 1 - (k2 + k) 2- k (H)]
= (1-1)[b' + v'(1+1-k) - E
x€n-n·
r' JX
where v· (l'esp. b') denotes the numbel' of points (l'esp. the numbel' of Unes)
of the linea:!' suhspace n-n:l and r l denotes the degree of x in n-ni!:.
X
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Proof. Since every non-transversa1 p1ane intersects n- in aline, any p1ane
of S whose intersection with n is disjoint fram S- is necessarily a trans-
versa1 p1ane. The tota1 namber of transversal planes distinct from n is t3-1.
The number of transversa1 p1anes intersecting n- in one 1ine (resp. one point)
is (k2+k)(t-1) (resp. k2(i-1)(i-k)), since any line (resp. any point) of n- is
in exactly i-l (resp. i 2_1) transversa1 p1anes distinct from n. Hence the number
of p1anes of S intersecting n outside S- is equa1 to
,
which is c1early independent oP the choice of the transversal plane n.
Let L be aline of n-n- (if there is one). Since the p1anes containing L
intersect n1 in pairwise disjoint 1ines, the number of p1anes intersecting n
in L is i-l. Therefore the number of planes intersecting n in aline outside
n- is equa1 to (i-1)b'.
Now 1et x be a point of n-n- (if there is one). Any p1ane of S disjoint
from n- intersects n1 in aline disjoint from n n n1 and, for any line A of n1
disjoint fram n n n1, the plane <A,x> is disjoint from n- (otherwise it wou1d
intersect n in aline intersecting n n nl , a contradiction). Hence the number
of p1anes through x which are disjoint from n- is equa1 to the number of 1ines
of n1 which are disjoint from n n nl , that is (t-1)(t+l-k). Therefore the
number of p1anes whose intersection with n is the point x is equal to
(t-l)(t+l-k-r~). lt fo110ws that
c = (i-1)(b' + v'(t+l-k) - E r')
xElI-n- x
CorotLary 10.6. If some transversal p'Lane n contains at least D'le Une of
S - S*, then every transversal plane of S contains at least one line of S - S·.
Proof. Let x, y E n-n-. We have seen that the number of planes of S passing
through x (resp. y) and disjoint fram n- is equa1 to (t-l)(i+1-k), and that
the number of planes of S intersecting TI in the 1ine <x,y> is i-l. Therefore
c ~ 2(i-1)(i+1-k) - (i-l) > (i+l)(t+l-k)
since t > k. The existence of a transversal plane of S contained in S- or
having a single point outside S- would imply c =O or c = (i+l)(t+l-k), a
contradiction.
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Lemma lO.? Any non-transversal plane n~ of S belongs to a unique partition
di r n~ of S* into non-transversal planes. The set of aH planes of S whose
interseetions with S* are the planes of dir n~ will be ealled the pseudo-
àirection dir~ fii'
Proof. Let n* be a transversal p1ane of S*. lf IT~ Edir IT l , the lemma is obvious.
lf IT~ 4 dir IT 1, IT~ is partitioned by its interseetions with the planes of
dir ITl into k lines belonging to e(il1 n il2). Sinee a11 these 1ines interseetIT*, ili n IT* is aline of il*. On the other hand, every line of il* is in a
unique plane eontaining aline of e(IT1 n IT2), that is 1n a unique non-trans-
versal plane. Therefore n~ belongs to a partition of S* into k pairwise dis-
joint non-transversa1 p1anes, eaeh of whieh eontains one of the k para11els
to IT~ n il* in the affine p1ane IT*. Sueh a partition is e1ear1y unique.
Proposition 10.1. If i # k, then S *= S = S36 .
Proof. Suppose on the eontrary that S - S* is non-empty. A point x E S - S*
eannot be10ng to two non-transversa1 p1anes ili and ilj whose pseudo-direetions
are distinet, beeause IT i n IT j is aline of e(il1 n il2) ineluded in S* •
On the other hand, any 1ine through x interseeting S* is eontained in a unique
non-transversal p1ane. Therefore x be10ngs to the planes of exaetly one pseudo-
direetion dir* ni. We sha11 say that x and dir* ili are assoeiated. Obviously,
all the points of S - S* assoeiated with a given pseudo-direetion are eo11inear.
Suppose first that all points of S - S* are assoeiated with the same pseudo-
direetion dir* ili. Then the points of S - S* are eo11inear (this ineludes the
case where IS - S*I = l), and so there is a transversal p1ane il having exaetly
one point outside S*. Henee, by Lemma 10.6, e = (i-1)(i+l-k). S1nee k # t+l
(because e # O), there is a 1ine A of il, disjoint from IT n il1• The number of
transversa1 p1anes through A is IIT11!k = i and the number of transversa1 planes
through A interseeting IT in aline is k-l. Therefore, sinee any two transversal
planes have a non-empty interseetion, the number of transversa1 p1anes through
A interseeting IT in exactly one point is t-(k-l). By eounting in two ways the
number of pairs (y,a) where y is a point of il and a = <y,A> we get
k2 + l = k + (k-l)k + i - k + l
whieh imp1ies i = k, a eontrad1etion.
This proves that S - S* eontains two
pseudo-direetions. lf a11 the points of a
with a pseudo-direetion dir* IT i , let x be
points assoeiated with d1stinet
1ine L. of S - S* are assoeiated
1 *a p01nt of S - S assoe1ated with
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another pseudo-direction dir- nj . Then Li is the intersection of the plane
<x,Li > with each pIane of dir- ni . Since the planes of dir- ni induce a
partition of S-, the pIane <x,L,> must be disjoint from S- , a contradiction.
. 1
Therefore any pseudo-direction of planes is associated with at most one point
outsio. S-. Since there are <+1 pseudo-directions and since dir'n l and dir n2
are not associated with any point of S - S-, we have /S - S-I ~ <-l. Since
S - S- contains at least one line (alI of whose points are associated with
distinct pseudo-directions), there is a transversal pIane having at least one
line outside S-. Therefore, by Corollary 10.6, every transversal pIane has at
least one line outside S-. It follows that the number n of pairs (n,L), where
n is a transversal pIane and L aline of n-n-, is not less than the number t 3
of transversal planes and is equal to t times the number of lines in S - S-,
that i s
t 3 ~ n ~ t«-I)«-2)/2 (3 )
On the other hand, the degree t+l of a point in nl cannot be less than the
S1ze < of some of the lines of nl , and so t
2
, «-1)2, contradicting (3).
We have proved that S = S-. Therefore c = O and, using Lemma 10.6, we get
t = «2 - 1 , (k-l) 11(2 - 2k - 3)/2
Obviously, < • 2 is excluded and, for < > 3
2 2 2
«-2) < < - 2< - 3 < «-1)
shows that <2 - 2< - 3 i s not a perfect square. Therefore < = 3 and t = 4.
Thus every transversal pIane is an affine pIane of order 3 and every
non-transversal pIane consists of 3 pairwise disjoint lines of size 4, alI
the other lines having size 3. If we replace each line of size 4 by 6 lines
of size 2, we get a linear space F of 36 points consisting of lines of sizes
2 and 3 and in which the smallest linear subspaces containing three non-collinear
points are degenerate projective planes of'3 points, punctured projective
planes of order 2 or affine planes of order 3, and so F is a Fischer space
of.36 points. Let dir nl = (n]' ni, np and let F6 be a linear subspace of
6 points of F contained in the pIane nl of S. lf x E ni, x is joined to every
point of F6 by aline of size 3, and 'the smallest linear subspace of F cbntain-
ing x and F6 has obviously at least 6 points in each of the planes nl , ni a"d n1.
Bue<enhout [lO) has proved that a Fischer space having at least 18 points and
generated by a pIane Q isomorphic to F6 and by a point joined by aline of
size 3 to at least one point of Q is necessarily either F18 or F36 , Since x
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is joined to every point of F6 by aline of size 3, a situation which does
not occur in F18 , F is isomorphic to F36 . There is a unique way to construct
9 mutua11y disjoint 1ines of size 4 from the 1ines of size 2 of F36 and to
provide this new 1inear space with p1anes isomorphic to those of S. The planar
space S36 constructed in this way from F36 has the required properties.
3.3. Suppose that S contains on1y one direction 6 of p1anes
The planes of 6 will be ca·lled 6-pLanes, the 1ines contained in a 6-p1ane
wil1 be ca11ed 6-Lines, and the 1ines intersecting al1 6-p1anes wil1 be cal1ed
transversaL Lines (by condition (III), aline intersecting a 6-p1ane must
intersect a11 6-p1anes).
Lemma 10.8. Every 6-line L oontained in a t::.-plane n belongs to at Zeast one
partition of n into linea which are coplanar with the same line of a 6-pLane
n' ! n.
Froof. Let n' ! n be a 6-p1ane and let L' be aline of n' coplanar with L. The
set of intersections of n with the p1anes passing through L' (and distinct
from n') is c1early a partition of n into lines, and L belongs to this parti-
tion.
Since we have assumed that S is not the union of two disjoint planes, all
6-p1anes are isomorphic by Corol1ary 10.2.1. Let v' denote the number of points
of any 6-p1ane.
Lemma
( i )
( i i )
10.9. If S = S·, then
aLL transversaL Lines have sise 1 = 161 >. 3
any t:/.Jo coplanar l:J.-lines containfJd in too distinct 6-planes have the same
•81-2e
(iii) the number PL of pLanes containing a 6-Line L is 1 + v'/ILI.
Froof. S = S· is partitioned by the 6-p1anes. Moreover, 161 >. 3 because S is
not the union of two disjoint p1anes. This proves (i).
(ii) is a consequence of (i) and of Lemma 10.2.
Let n be a 6-plane not containing L. The planes not belonging to 6 and containing
L intersect n in 1ines of size ILI by (ii). This proves (iii).
Lemma 10.10. If S = S~~ ihen any two disjoint 6-lines contained in the same
6-pZane rr have the same size.
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Proof. Suppose on the contrary that n contains two disjoint lines A of s,ze
a and B of size b with a > b. Let • be a p1ane intersecting n in A. Any line
C of • distinct from A and cop1anar with B is disjoint from A, hence C is a
6-1ine and, by Lemma 10.9, C has· size a (because C is cop1anar with A) and C
has size b (because C is cop1anar with B), a contradiction. Therefore A is the
only 1ine of • coplanar with B, and so any p1ane containin9 Band distinct
from n intersects a in exact1y one point. This, together with Lemma 10.9,
imp1ies that
PB - 1 = v'/b =a(t-l) (4)
By Lemmas 10.8 and 10.9, n contains at 1east one 1ine B' disjoint from B
and having size b. Let a ~ n be a p1ane containing Band let n be the number
of 1ines of a which are distinct from Band cop1anar with B' (such aline
being necessarily a 6-1ine, O ~ n ~ t-l). Moreover, since a p1ane containing
B' must intersect a in a 1ine or in a point, we have
PB' - 1 = v'/b = n + b(t-1-n)
(4) and (5) yield
(5)
a(t-l) + n(b-l) = b(t-1) where n ~ O ,
contradicting the assumption a > b.
ProPQsition 10.5. If 5 = S· contains two 6-~ines af different sizes, then 5 = 5'8.
Ld
Pmof.va> b be two sizes of 6-lines and let n be a 6-plane. Since a11 6-planes
are isomorphic, n contains aline of size a and aline of size b. By Lemmas
10.8 and 10.9, there is a partition of n into lines of size a and a partition
of n into lines of size b. Since a > b, any line L of n which does not belong
to any of these two partitions is necessari1y disjoint from at 1east one line
of size b in the second partition, and so L has size b by Lemma 10.10. Horeover,
by Lemma 10.10 again, in the p1ane n, every line of size b must intersect every
line of size a. Therefore n contains exactly v' = ab points, and every point of
n is on exactly one 6-line of size a, on exactly a 6-1ines of size band has
degree r' = a+1 in n. It fol10ws that the 6-1ines of size a partition 5 and are
pairwise coplanar.
Let A be aline of size a 1n n. By Lemma 10.9, the number PA of planes
containing A is given by
PA = l + v' la = l+b
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Let L be a transversal line disjoint from A. Eaeh of the ~ points of L is on
a unique ~-line of size a and the union of these ~ lines is a plane À.
Sinee ~ is the only direetion of planes in S, every plane eontaining A inter-
seets the .plane À and this interseetion is neeessarily a ~-line of size a.
Thus every plane eontaining A interseets the line L, and so
PA = l + v'la = l+b = ~ (6)
Let x be a point of n and let a (resp. a) be a plane eontaining x and
interseeting n in a line A (resp. B) of size a (resp. b). We shall eount the
number n(x.a} (resp. n(x.a)} of planes interseeting a (resp. a) in the point
x only. Let n' I n be a ~-plane and let A' =n' n a, B' = n' n a. Sinee any
plane interseeting a in the point x only interseets n'in aline disjoint
from A' and sinee all lines of n' whieh are disjoint from A' have size a
and are eoplanar with A, we have
n(x,a) = O ( 7)
On the other hand, the number of planes (distinet from n) eontaining B is
v'/b =a, the number of planes interseeting a in a transversal line passing
through x is \B' I(r'-l) = ba, and the total number planes (distinet from n)
passing through x is equal to the number a2+b of lines in n'. Therefore
n(x,a) = a2 + b - ba - a (8)
Sinee any plane of S belongs to ~ or is a (resp. a) or interseets a (resp.
a) in a ~-line or interseets a (resp. a) in a transversal line or intersects
a (resp. a) in a single point, the total number p of planes of S is given
respeeti ve ly by
p - I~I + l + 1~I(v'/a-l) + a2(r'-1) + laln(X,a}
- I~I + l + 1~I(v'/b-l) + b2(r'-1) + laln(x,a}
from which it follows, by (7) and (8), that
~(b-l) + a3 = ~(a-l) + b2a + b~(a2 + b - ab - a}
Using (6), we get, after simplification by a-b I O and a-l I O ,
b2 = a+1 (9)
Let 8" be aline of n' disjoint from B'. The number of planes containing B" 1S
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1 + v'/b = l+a = m+ b(t-m) (lO)
where l ~ m ~ t denotes the number of lines of B which are coplanar with B"
By (6), (g) and (lO), we get
m{b-l) = b
and so m = b =2, a = t = 3 and ISI = 18.
Therefore every transversal line has size 3, every 6-plane is the union of
two disjoint lines of size 3 and the planes not belonging to 6 are punctured
projective planes of order 2 or affine planes of order 3 ·according as their
6-lines have size 2 or 3. This implies that the linear space S is a Fischer
space of 18 points. Moreover, itis easy to check that the sma11est linear
subspace of S containing a punctured projective pIane n of order 2 and a
point x ~ n joined to a point of n by aline of size 3 is S itself. Buekenhout
[lOJ has proved that a Fischer space of 18 points having this property is
necessarily isomorphic to F18 . Moreover, there is a unique way to provi de
F18 with pl~nes isomorphic to those of S. The planar space S18 constructed
in this way from F18 has the required properties.
Proposition 10.6. If S = S· and if all ò-lines have the same 8~ze a~ then 5 ~8
obtained f~om PG(3,a) by de~eting a ~ine.
Froof. Any 6-plane n is a Steiner system S(2.a,v'). Thus, if we denote by b'
the number of lines of n and by r' the degree of any point in n. we have
and
v' = r'(a-l) + l (11 )
(12)
Let a be a pIane not belonging to 6 and let x E a. Counting in the same way
as in Lemma 10.14 the number n(X,a) of planes of S intersecting a in the
point x only, we have
n(X,a) = b' - a(r'-l) - vl/a (13)
and so the tota 1 number p of planes of S is
P = H l + t(v')a - l) + a2(r'-1) + atn(x.a) (14 )
On the other hand, every pIane not belonging to 6 intersects n in aline and
every line of n is contained in exactly v'la planes not belonging to Ò. so
that
(15)
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Let A' 'be aline of n disjoint from A = n n a. The number of p1anes containing
A' is given by
l + v'la = n + a(t-n) (16)
where 1 ~ n ~ t is the number of 1ines of a which are coplanar with A'.
Using (11), (16) becOmes
r' = (ta2 - a - l)/(a-l) - na (17)
which imp1ies a-l [t-2 > O
and so a-l ( t-2.
On the other hand, the degree a+1 of a point in a cannot be less than the size
t of a transversal 1ine, and so
a+1 ~ t
These two inequa1ities imp1y that
t = a+1
and (17) becomes
r' = a2 - (n-2)a+1
(18)
(19)
From (13), (14), (15), (11), (12) and (18), we deduce, after some straight-
forward computation,
(r'-1)(r'-a-1)(r' 2- a - a) = O
and so
r' - l, a+1 or a2+A
r' = l is c1ear1y impossib1e and r' = a2+a contradicts (19). Therefore
r' = a+l and the ò-p1anes are affine planes of order a. The p1anes not
be10nging to ò have exact1y ta =a(a+1) points and are punctured projective
p1anes of order a. It is now a simple matter to deduce that S is obtained
fram P~(3,a) by de1eting one 1ine.
Proposition 10.7. If S ~ SlI, then S - SlI contains at Zeast four nor:-aoplanar
points.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that S - SlI is contained in a p1ane a.
Consider first the case where lòl = 2. Let n and n' be the two ò-p1anes.
Since any plane which is not in ò intersects both n and ft' in a 1ine, A= n n a
and A' = n' n a are two ò-1ines. The .planes (distinct from n) containing A
determine a partition of n' into 1ines. If this partition contajns two lines
A" and A'" distinct from A', then AU A" and A u' A'" are two-planes of S because
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every point of S - S· is in the plane a. Let x E n-A. The plane <x,A'''> must
intersect the plane A u A", but this is impossible since A and A'" are coplanar.
Therefore n' = A' u BI, where 8' is aline of nl disjoint fram Al and A U BI is
a plane of S. Similarly n = A u B, where B is aline of n disjoint from A and
A' u B is a plane of S. The planes A u B' and A' u B are disjoint, contradicting
the assumption that n and n'are the only disjoint planes in S.
Suppose now that 161 = t >. 3. Let xl' x2 be any two points of a 6-plane n.
If n' and n" are two 6-planes distinct from n and if xl is a point of n", the
lines passing through Xl and intersecting n determine, bY Corollary 10.2. l, an
isomorphism ~l from n onto n'. Let xi = ~l(xl) and let x2 be the point of inter-
section of the line ~x2,xi> with the plane n". The lines passing through x2and
intersecting n' determine an isornorphism ~ from n' onto n. Since ~2 o <Pl is an
automorphism of n mapping Xl on x2' all points of n have the same degree r'.
Let A = n n a and let ~ be a plane containing A, distinct from n and a.
Lemma 10.2 implies that any two coplanar 6-lines contained in two distinct
6-planes have the same size. Therefore, for any point x E a· = a n s· and for
any point y E a,
n(X,a) = b' - a(r'-l) - v'fa = n(y,a) (20)
where a = IAI and v' (resp. b') is the number of points (resp. of lines) in a
6-plane. Counting in two ways the number p of planes ln S, we get
p = t+l + t(v'fa-l) + a2(r'-1) + laln(y,a)
- Hl + t(v'fa-l) + a2(r'-1) +Ia·ln(x,a) + r • n(Z,a) +. r • (PL-1)
ZEo-a Lora
where PL denotes the number of planes containing the line L. Using (20) and
the fact that 10·1 - lal = ta, this implies
r • n(z,a)
ZCQ-cx
+ r • (PL-l) = O
Lo::t-a
Since n(z,a) >. O and PL -l >. l for every line L c a-a·, we conclude that
n(z,a) = O for every point z E a-a· and that there is no line contained in
a-a·. On the other hand, by Lemma 10.a, there is aline B of n disjoint from
A. If z E a-a·, the plane <B,z> is disjoint from A, thus also from a·. There-
fore, either <B,z> intersects a in the point z only and n(z,a) F O, or <B,z>
intersects a in aline contained in a-a·. In both cases, we have a contradiction.
ga -
